Abstract. We present omniSpect, an open source web-and MATLAB-based software tool for both desorption electrospray ionization (DESI) and matrixassisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI) mass spectrometry imaging (MSI) that performs computationally intensive functions on a remote server. These functions include converting data from a variety of file formats into a common format easily manipulated in MATLAB, transforming time-series mass spectra into mass spectrometry images based on a probe spatial raster path, and multivariate analysis. OmniSpect provides an extensible suite of tools to meet the computational requirements needed for visualizing open and proprietary format MSI data.
Introduction W e report on omniSpect, an open source, web-based, multivariate analysis and visualization tool implemented in MATLAB, which supports various MSI data formats common in desorption electrospray ionization (DESI) and matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI) imaging. The need for computational support for high throughput data acquisition presents a challenge for large mass spectrometry imaging (MSI) datasets. Visualizing and exploring such datasets without prior chemical knowledge of targets increasingly involves multivariate analysis that requires powerful computational resources. Web-or cloud-based tools accessed directly from a web browser can provide the necessary computational power to avoid bottlenecks without the expense of a dedicated workstation or computer cluster.
Omnispect contributes to a small but growing set of open source MSI tools [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] and provides a suite of multivariate analysis, and, to our knowledge, the first web-based tool for MSI data processing for both MALDI and DESI MSI, moving computationally intense operations to higher performance servers. OmniSpect can be operated remotely through PHP scripts that define web pages for uploading data, accepting user input, and displaying MSI data analysis results or locally through a GUI. The PHP scripts call backend MATLAB scripts to conduct the analysis. Finally, all uploaded data and intermediate analysis files are saved to a public directory for download.
OmniSpect distinguishes itself from a large number of existing software tools (e.g., see http://www.ms-utils.org/) by providing a simpler scripting interface in MATLAB compared to C++ or Java source code provided by other open source projects, while maintaining core MSI data analysis capabilities. This simplifies modifying software for those without signifi- cant computer programming experience. For MSI applications, one of the more popular software tools is BioMap (http:// www.maldi-msi.org), which provides a free but closed-source solution [7] that users cannot adapt or extend, and does not provide support for multivariate data analysis. Several other tools have been reported with additional features to better analyze MSI datasets, including: semi-supervised segmentation [8] , region of interest and peak detection [1] , microscopic image alignment and enhancement [3] , molecular feature extraction for classification [9] , multivariate curve resolution [10] , regression-based ion selection [5] , and integrated sequencing and localization of proteins [6] .
Experimental

Programming Background
OmniSpect accepts time-series imaging data in mzXML and netCDF format for home-built DESI or other ambient MSI experiments, as well as three-dimensional image cubes in imzML or Analyze 7.5 format from commercial DESI software (e.g., Firefly; Prosolia, Indianapolis, IN, USA). From the microprobe raster path and timing information, OmniSpect first creates an image cube by linearly interpolating between the (x, y) positions of the mass spectra [11] . For example, omniSpect currently supports a "comb" shaped data acquisition raster path used in DESI MSI experiments, as presented under Supplementary Information. Other MSI platforms export image cubes directly which can be input without further processing into the analysis scripts.
DESI MSI Experiments
DESI MSI experiments were performed on a previously described platform consisting of a home-built DESI probe coupled to a time-of-flight mass spectrometer (JEOL AccuTOF, Tokyo, Japan) instrument [12] . All the parameters used are detailed under Supplementary Information. Figure 1 summarizes the data conversion and analysis workflow. OmniSpect first converts from a variety of input formats including NetCDF, mzXML, imzML, and Analyze 7.5 into a simple MATLAB representation (cube MAT) available for direct download from omniSpect. Then, the current omniSpect version provides two analysis methods. First, the user may select up to three ions of interest along with ranges within which abundances are accumulated for individual ion analysis. OmniSpect provides one color-mapped image per ion (Figure 2 outputs A) and composite images (Figure 2 outputs B) , including an image with normalized abundance of each ion in a different color channel (red, green, or blue) and a total ion image containing the total abundance of up to three ions. In this way, the user can select ions based on domain knowledge and view their spatial distribution.
Data Analysis
The second analysis method explores the entire dataset based on similarities in spatial ion distributions using nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) [13, 14] . A specific implementation of NMF called multivariate curve resolution (MCR) [15] has previously been applied to MS datasets [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . NMF models each spectrum as the nonnegative linear combination of source spectra and weight matrices. For MS images, NMF simultaneously models each ion image as the nonnegative linear combination of source images. For example, sources in a chemical sample might pertain to different ions being produced by tissue types or "components" each occupying different but possibly correlated spatial distributions. NMF recovers the non-negative source spectra and spatial distributions by minimizing the difference between the modeled and the observed data. NMF is superior to principal component analysis (PCA) in the sense that it incorporates the constraint that source spectra of components should be non-negative, therefore improving interpretability of the results [19, 21] .
Implementation
We developed the web-based version of omniSpect to remotely process the large datasets acquired by MSI experiments. Matlab requires all data to exist in memory in order to execute typical multivariate analyses. This requires 800 MB of RAM for a modest 100×100 resolution image with 10,000m/z bins per pixel. Analyzing these data in Matlab requires temporary copies to be made for intermediate results. Standard implementations of multivariate analyses such as PCA easily exceeds the RAM in a 32-bit computer. As MSI datasets increase their resolution in space as well as m/z, servers need to keep pace to meet these requirements. Currently omniSpect operates on a server with 8 GB of RAM but is moving to a 49 GB RAM server. Creating the image cube and rendering an image typically requires a few minutes of computation but can take as long as 15 min for large files (excluding upload time). After the image cube has been created, rendering individual ion images takes tens of seconds, whereas NMF typically requires 30 s to 2 min per component.
Details on the implementation of the local (GUI) omniSpect version are provided under Supplementary Information. The local and web-based omniSpect software versions, a GUI for local operation, associated PHP script for web operation, Labview stage control VIs, and typical position/time ASCII files produced by the imaging stages are freely available from the project webpage: http://omnispect.bme.gatech.edu.
Results and Discussion
To illustrate omniSpect's capabilities, Figure 2 (Figure 2A ). The middle right image ( Figure 2B ) is a composite constructed with the three selected lipid signals shown in the blue, green and red color channels, clearly delineating the above mentioned regions. The bottom image ( Figure 2B ) is a selected ion sum for the three ion signals.
To study the differential spatial co-localization of various lipids, we employed omniSpect's NMF multivariate analysis routine to decompose the data cube into various NMF components. The three-component NMF analysis results are shown in Figure 3 , producing component images (C) and component spectra (D) that describe the image data as being composed of three major contributions. The top and middle panels show images with the expected contributions of white and gray matter brain regions. While the major component (m/z 798) is present in both regions, and therefore in both NMF components, the distribution of other major components (e.g., m/z 772 and 826, for example) differs between the two. The bottom panel shows the background region where substrate contaminants, solvent ions and other low intensity signals with m/z G600 are the main contributors to this NMF component. We have found this type of NMF analysis very useful in visualizing MSI datasets using a small number of representative images and molecular profiles.
Conclusions
OmniSpect provides key analysis capabilities and allows data analysis to be performed remotely using computational resources typically unavailable locally. OmniSpect accepts input from common MSI data formats and transforms time-series mass spectra into an image cube suitable for further analysis. Its open source nature facilitates its modification to suit the specific user's needs. The spatial distribution of individual ion signals can be visualized and compared using composite images. It also provides the ability of creating a non-negative linear model of the MSI data cube to reveal molecular components appearing in defined spatial distributions. Future work involves the addition of support for other microprobe raster patterns, and image denoising/deblurring routines.
